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“SHIFT, Making A Move IN…!”

• Shift creates GIANT SIZE returns of “WHEN”—moving from…

  …being comfortable to taking a risk!

  …where you are to where you would like to be!

  …excuses to making a COMMITMENT!

• SHIFT …it is all about Leaving + Moving = Becoming! 

6 “When we were at Mount Sinai, the LORD our God said to us, ‘You have stayed at 
this mountain long enough. 7 It is time to break camp and move on. Go to the hill 
country of the Amorites and to all the neighboring regions—the Jordan Valley, the 
hill country, the western foothills, the Negev, and the coastal plain. Go to the land 
of the Canaanites and to Lebanon, and all the way to the great Euphrates River. 
8 Look, I am giving all this land to you! Go in and occupy it, for it is the land the 
LORD swore to give to your ancestors Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and to all their 
descendants.’”    Deuteronomy 1:6–8 (NLT)

19 If the cloud remained over the Tabernacle for a long time, the Israelites stayed 
and performed their duty to the LORD. 20 Sometimes the cloud would stay over the 
Tabernacle for only a few days, so the people would stay for only a few days, as 
the LORD commanded. Then at the LORD’s command they would break camp and 
move on. 21 Sometimes the cloud stayed only overnight and lifted the next morning. 
But day or night, when the cloud lifted, the people broke camp and moved on. 
22 Whether the cloud stayed above the Tabernacle for two days, a month, or a year, 
the people of Israel stayed in camp and did not move on. But as soon as it lifted, 
they broke camp and moved on. 23 So they camped or traveled at the LORD’s 
command, and they did whatever the LORD told them through Moses. 

Numbers 9:19–23 (NLT)

• Making a small POSITIVE move can have BIG, life-changing results! 

• Our life was created and designed to experience growth; 

 that translates to CHANGE…

  …in direction!

  …in our way of thinking!

  …in our words!

• Shifts invite us to take frequent risks with God, becoming a 

 beneficiary of BLESSINGS, when we are willing to move from…

  …doubt to TRUST!

  …fear to FAITH!

  …staying to GOING!


